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Preface

This volume is based on the satellite workshop on Finite and Algorithmic Model

Theory that took place at the University of Durham, January 9–13, 2006, to

inaugurate the scientific program Logic and Algorithms held at the Isaac Newton

Institute for Mathematical Sciences during the first six months of 2006. The

goal of the workshop was to explore the emerging and potential connections

between finite and infinite model theory, and their applications to theoretical

computer science. The primarily tutorial format introduced researchers and

graduate students to a number of fundamental topics. The excellent quality

of the tutorials suggested to the program organizers, Anuj Dawar and Moshe

Vardi, that a volume based on the workshop presentations could serve as a

valuable and lasting reference. They proposed this to the workshop scientific

committee; this volume is the outcome.

The Logic and Algorithms program focused on the connection between

two chief concerns of theoretical computer science: (i) how to ensure and

verify the correctness of computing systems; and (ii) how to measure the

resources required for computations and ensure their efficiency. The two areas

historically have interacted little with each other, partly because of the divergent

mathematical techniques they have employed. More recently, areas of research

in which model-theoretic methods play a central role have reached across both

sides of this divide. Results and techniques that have been developed have

found applications to fields such as database theory, complexity theory, and

verification.

Some brief historical remarks help situate the context for this volume. The

study of the model-theoretic properties of finite structures emerged initially as

a branch of classical model theory, with its focus primarily on first-order logic.

Beginning in the late 1980s, however, research concerning logics on finite struc-

tures diverged sharply from work in classical model theory. Classical model

theory, with its emphasis on infinite structures, had made dramatic advances

vii
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viii Preface

both theoretically and in applications to other areas of mathematics. Work on

finite structures focused on connections with discrete complexity theory and

verification. Indeed, the connections between finite model theory, descriptive

complexity theory, parameterized complexity, and state machine verification

are now so strong that boundaries between them are hard to distinguish.

The methods employed in these two facets of model theory also grew apart

during this period. Probabilistic techniques and machine simulations have

played a prominent role in the study of finite structures, and stand in con-

trast to the geometric, algebraic, and analytic methods that pervade classical

(infinite) model theory. Although both classical and finite model theory deal

with restricted classes of structures, the conditions by which such classes are

delimited also have been quite different. Finite model theory and verification

typically concentrate on classes linked to particular computing formalisms, or

to which decomposition methods from finite graph theory can be applied. In

contrast, infinitary model theory usually places restrictions on combinatorial

or geometric properties of the definable sets of a structure.

Yet, there are recent indications of a re-convergence of classical model

theory and logical aspects of computer science. This has resulted both from the

interest of computer scientists in new computing and specification models

that make use of infinitary structures, and from the development of powerful

model-theoretic techniques that provide insight into finite structures. If there is

an overarching theme, it is how various “tameness” hypotheses used to delimit

classes of structures and logics have deeply impacted the study of those aspects

of theoretical computer science in which model-theory naturally comes into

play. The chapters that comprise this volume survey many of the common

themes that have emerged and gained attention, and point to the significant

potential for wider interaction.

The chapter of Bárány, Grädel, and Rubin, Automata-based presentations of

infinite structures develops what the authors call algorithmic model theory. The

authors direct their attention to the “tame” class of automatic structures, that is

structures that have a presentation in a precise sense by automata operating on

finite or infinite words or trees. The goal of this work, to extend algorithmic and

logical methods from finite structures to finitely presented infinite structures,

has been a focal point for research in computer science, combinatorics, and

mathematical logic. This point of view allows structures to be viewed alternately

from both a finite and infinite model theoretic perspective. The theory that

has emerged makes use of techniques both from classical model theory and

theoretical computer science, and has found appealing applications to several

areas, including database theory, complexity theory and verification.
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Preface ix

Classical model theory by and large concentrates on the analysis of the

first-order definable sets over a structure, that is, those sets of n-tuples of the

universe whose definition is given by a first-order formula. This analysis has

predominantly taken two forms. The first is based on the “structural complex-

ity” of the formula, e.g., the number of alternations of blocks of existential and

universal quantifiers appearing in its prenex normal form. This theme is best

illustrated by quantifier elimination, in which definable sets over a structure

are shown to have quantifier-free definitions. The second involves assigning a

dimension (with a corresponding notion of independence) to the definable sets

that is combinatorially, algebraically, or geometrically motivated. Stability the-

ory, with its combinatorial/algebraic account of dimension and independence,

is perhaps the most widely known and longest-studied exemplar, its develop-

ment traceable to Morley’s seminal work in the 1960’s and to Shelah’s deep

and extensive work in the 1970’s. More recently, o-minimality, and in partic-

ular its focus on o-minimal expansions of the ordered field of real numbers,

provides another important class of examples. The imposition of “tameness”

assumptions in classical model theory such as stability and o-minimality –

often verified in examples by quantifier elimination – make the analysis of the

structures satisfying these hypotheses not only tractable but also amenable to

applications in mathematics outside of logic.

Tarski’s quantifier-elimination for real-closed fields which thereby (effec-

tively) equates the first-order definable sets over the field of real numbers

with the semialgebraic sets, has long proved a fertile ground for framing and

addressing computational issues. Kuijpers and Van den Bussche, in their chap-

ter, Logical aspects of spatial databases, model spatial data via semialgebraic

subsets of n-dimensional Euclidean space, and investigate the expressive power

of several logic-based languages to query these databases. They first charac-

terize the topological properties of planar spatial databases that are first-order

expressible over the usual language for the ordered field of real numbers –

of interest from the point of view of geographical information systems, for

example – in terms of the query language “cone logic”. The second half of

their chapter deals with query languages that extend first-order logic over the

real field by some form of recursion, including spatial Datalog, and first-order

logic extended with a while loop or with a transitive closure operator.

Koponen, in her chapter, Some connections between finite and infinite model

theory, discusses how stability theoretic considerations, as well as other proper-

ties and techniques from classical model theory such as smooth approximation,

can be imported successfully into the study of finite structures by restricting to

bounded variable logic, that is, first-order logic under the restriction that there is
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x Preface

a fixed value k such that only formulas in which no more than k variables occur.

In particular, Koponen investigates when a theory in bounded variable logic

with an infinite model has arbitrarily large finite models and isolates conditions

for effectively determining least upper bounds for the size of the smallest such

finite model.

The chapter of Macpherson and Steinhorn, Definability in classes of finite

structures, contains two distinct threads that draw their motivation from clas-

sical model theory. The first, inspired by the model theory of finite and

pseudofinite fields, concerns asymptotic classes of finite structures. These are

non-elementary classes of finite structures whose first-order definable sets

asymptotically satisfy cardinality constraints that permit the assignation of

a dimension and measure, and have an intimate connection in classical model

theory to so-called simple theories. The second theme concerns so-called robust

classes of finite structures, whose origin lies in attempting to “finitize” classical

model-theoretic tameness conditions, such as o-minimality, that are provably

excluded in asymptotic classes. Robust classes consist of directed systems of

finite structures in which the truth value of a formula requires “looking ahead”

into a larger structure in the system.

For the model theory of finite structures that has been developed with great

success within theoretical computer science, “tameness” assumptions do not

apply only to isolate classes of structures that are well-behaved with respect to

a preferred logic, such as first-order logic. Research has prospered by striking

a balance between appropriate logics or fragments thereof and classes of finite

structures: that is, tame logics matched with tame classes. This theme appears

already in Koponen’s chapter, with its emphasis on bounded variable logic

combined with classical tameness assumptions, and strongly emerges in the

chapters of Otto and Kreutzer. As these chapters furthermore show, this point

of view can furnish significant computational insights.

Kreutzer’s chapter, Algorithmic meta-theorems, discusses how constraining

both classes of (finite) structures and logics yields a wealth of algorithmic

results. An algorithmic meta-theorem has the form that every computational

problem that can be expressed in some logic can be solved efficiently on every

class of structures that satisfy certain constraints. This is usually accomplished

by showing that the model-checking problem for formulas in some logic –

typically first-order or monadic second-order – is what is called fixed-parameter

tractable for a class of structures, typically based on graphs with well-behaved

tree decompositions. This point of view goes back to well-known work of

Courcelle and his collaborators.

Otto takes as the focus of his chapter the application of game-oriented meth-

ods and explicit model constructions in the analysis of fragments of first-order
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Preface xi

logic restricted to well-behaved (non-elementary) classes of structures, particu-

larly finite structures. Whereas the model-theoretic compactness theorem plays

an essential role in the classical setting, paradigmatically in proving expres-

sive completeness results such as the Łos-Tarski theorem characterizing those

formulas preserved under extensions as the existential formulas, its failure for

restricted classes of structures, e.g., classes of finite structures, motivates the

introduction of the methods and techniques that Otto places at the center of

the chapter. The chapter also surveys how by restricting to classes of finite

structures defined by tree-width and locality considerations, expressive com-

pleteness results that fail for the class of finite structures can be regained.
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